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About This Game

Do you like weapons and ammunition?
Do you like action?

Do you like adrenaline in the blood and crowds of enemies?
There is everything In this game!

Features:
+ location choice (City-day, City-night, Factory-day, Factory-Night)

+ 3 difficulty levels
+ 3 game modes ("Clearing the Area", "Waves", "Survival")

+ tons of enemies (bad soldiers, bad robots, zombies)
+ possibility to take a frendly soldier

+ flexible setting (which enemies do you want to meet or all at once)
+ complete arsenal for killing enemies (from a knife to a grenade)

+ length selection Waves in "Waves" mode
+ survival timer in "Survival" mode (mix)

+ all settings work together and on all locations
+ action music and realistic sounds

+ high quality textures and nice picture
+ Achievements

+ Leaderboard (Survival Time in "Survival (mix)" mode)
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The task is simple: if you want to live, do not let yourself be killed.
sorry for my English
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Title: Overcoming Pain
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
FurGoldGames
Publisher:
FurGoldGames
Release Date: 26 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 +

Processor: Intel Core i3 +

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 950

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Amazing Game.Addicting and fun.I highly recommend this game.. Ten out of ten, ten out of ten, hundred out of hundred.
Best game.
B e s t g a m e.. Its another episode of: Great game with fantastic music, hidden behind heavy weeb stuff.

I love it.. i had a lot of fun there with this strange game) I'm not sure you should pay almost 3$, but anyways - that was fun, just
waste some of your pocket money and try to relax with MC ♥♥♥♥er. awesome game for all ages- my kids from 3-7 and all the
adults too have played several hours on this one.

controls work great, player scalability makes it seamless for kids/adults, custom radio stations give it a whole lot more
relayability

highly recommended, probably the best $$/content value in VR right now. It's a pretty platformer but it feels like the pickups
should be worth more than just some health. There is some playgame progression though so it's not _just_ the same platformer
you start with throughout the game.

Subjective: ★★★☆☆
Objective: ★★★★★ — Graphics: ★★★ — Content: ★★☆ — Handling: ★★★

http://played.today/adventure_in_the_tower_of_flight.html

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8beKbtqfNgc
. This game is really good, great story line with a accurate background. Multiplayer is awsome too basically like battlefield but
these days the multiplay is dead. To bad no plays it anymore well it is 5 years old. Great game in my opinion.. The first thing
you should know about Ambition of the Slimes if you are considering picking it up is that although it is a strategy RPG, the
emphasis is much more on the "strategy" than the "RPG". Grinding will only help you so much; far more important is choosing the
right slimes and making the right moves. If this sounds too stressful, then you may want to seek out another game (however, please
note that there is an Easy difficulty which I didn't touch-- I stuck with Normal, plus replayed some levels on Hard and did a few
Challenges-- so YMMV).

On the other hand, if a strategy-heavy RPG sounds appealing, then you may like Ambition of the Slimes. The core mechanic is
guiding your physically weak slimes over to enemy humans and taking them over. The comical animation for this possession never
gets old, and a lot of the fun comes in figuring out the best ways to get the strongest human units on your side. Each type of slime
has a special attribute or ability, ranging from teleportation to high defense. Some abilities, like Melt, temporarily weaken its target
and makes them easier to possess. As mentioned before, figuring out the right strategy for each stage is extremely important, and
although I restarted many maps multiple times to try out different approaches, I never felt that the game was unfair.

The game's story, set in a fantasy world where slimes have suddenly gained this new possession ability and are now on a rampage,
is fairly light and entertaining for what it is. The graphics and music have the same sort of fun retro aesthetic featured in other
games published by Flyhigh Works, and the controls and UI are well designed and easy to understand, for the most part.

My nitpicks are few. The battle art for the humans tends to be samey-- most of them are some variation on either "Skinny Guy" or
"Fanservice Gal". Also, there could've been a little more variety in the music, the localization is sometimes clunky, and the ending
could've been better.
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Still, in the end, none of these put much of a damper on my overall enjoyment of this game. Fans of strategy games and\/or quirky
Japanese indie stuff should find a lot to like here.. Does not belong on steam yet. Needs a LOT more work. Just because you have
working gameplay does not mean you should publish it with terrible servers, annoying login that frequently crashes, and a menu
screen that looks unfinished and borrowed off the workshop.
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Wow WOW OMG this engine is a work horse to replace all work horses in train simulator BMG you have done so well this loco
is more than worth the wait. Lots of stock, good looking fantastic sounding locomotive. No faults at:

Jacobite Warrior Has Returned

120\/10 for effort BMG. this is what football manager needs to know, this is how Sega need to make fm known. Great job in
the documentary.

All hail FOOTBALL MANAGER DEVS :d. A very good start for an early access game. There are some bugs that you will
encounter but the game is playable. Getting resources is relatively easy. The combat system is clunky for melee, better for bow
and arrow. Watch out for bears, gators, snakes and the wolves. Have not run into pirates yet. Fish traps and the drying racks are
not working, you can only put two items in but will not be able to pull them out after they are dry. Must be stuck on the
improvised rack. I see if I can learn improvise tongs to pull them off, works for the grill at home, why not in the game.. wtf is
this
. no updates, no news, no nothing.. bad communication can kill a good game.. It's Sakura with magical girls. At this point, you
know what to expect.. DOENSNT WRK ANYMORE WHHAHAHHAHAHAHH >:(>:(>:(>:(>:( IM MADDDDDDD
NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO WAI IT'Z LIKE NVR GONNA WORK AGAIN
WHAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY

keep in mind, fix the bugs...cash me outside how bout dah.. For what you pay, it's expected not to be great. Overall the game isn't
that bad though.. It is an OK game but don't play the campaign the naval portion is broken since firing the tomahawk missile
from the destroyer breaks the audio and will eventually crash the game and also prevent you from, completeing the level. Also
sections of the campaign seem almost impossible without using cheats even on easy. Otherwise its an OK game but definitely
not an improvement over Direct Action or even nearly as good. Direct Action has a vastly better quality of the campaign. Seems
like Eugen was phoning it in on this one.
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